Iris boundary looks like a circle in shape and the formula of circle is very simple in polar coordinates, so an iris boundary localization method based on polar coordinate is proposed in this paper. The main steps include extracting binary edge based on canny operator, transforming binary edge image into polar coordinate image, selecting edge points and estimating boundary parameters in polar coordinates. Interferences that caused by light spots, eyelids, eyelashes and iris textures can be eliminated in edge extraction effectively, and iris boundary localization accuracy can be improved after iris boundary point selection. Simulation results show that the proposed method is effective.
Introduction
In the fields of information security and authentication, iris recognition is an important typical technology and superior to other biometrics recognition in many ways. Because the iris is a small region, it is difficult to capture high quality eye images. In order to capture iris image clearly, users must cooperate with the iris camera. Because no-strict cooperation phenomenon between camera and user is a general case, eye image's quality may increase false rejection rate under a non-strict cooperate condition.
Eye image capturing and iris localization are the key steps in iris recognition stage. In literatures, many papers introduce iris boundaries localization, many of these methods have the same principle and many researchers adopt the voting method or the gradient integral-difference method to locate iris boundaries in image space coordinates [1] [2] [3] . In order to decrease computing costs and improve localization accuracy, the two-dimensional projection is used in iris localization [4] . According to illumination, Literature [5] introduces iris localization method under different illumination. The method in Literature [6] divide iris image into many small rectangular blocks with fixed size in the pupil location, and select the block with the smallest average intensity as a reference area, and then estimate the center coordinates and radius of pupil by extending the reference area to the pupil's boundaries and estimate iris outer boundary in the binary iris image. There isn't a paper on how to remove disturbances of eyelashes, eyelids, lamphouse light spots and iris textures and how to select iris edge points for iris boundary localization, so the computing cost is large and the iris localization accuracy is not satisfied in the situation with low-contrast and serious interferences.
In iris boundary localization algorithms based on binary edge points, iris boundaries can be confirmed by voting to circle equation parameters of every group using Hough transform. As we know, the circle's equation is simpler in polar coordinates than in original image coordinates, this paper will discuss how to locate iris boundaries in polar coordinates. The localization process includes several steps: image filtering, edge extraction, edge point selection, and boundary localization in polar coordinates.
Canny edge extraction
In general, there are obvious gray differences from pupil to iris and from iris to sclera in eye image. The aim of iris boundary localization is to segment iris region by locating the outline position of pupil boundary and iris boundary. Because some influences can bring much like-edge information and can affect to locate iris boundary. Iris boundaries have all directional edge information in eye image, so an isotropy edge extraction algorithm should be used in the process of iris edge extraction.
Canny algorithm often is used to extract edge [7] , two thresholds ( T but bigger than 2 T at a near range, then the edge point can be regarded as a strong edge point and can be set to "1", else the edge point can be regarded as noises and can be set to "0". Edge images may be achieved in Fig 
Transforming image into polar coordinate

Problem of iris boundary localization based on Hough transform
In prior works, iris boundaries can be achieved by edge points voting for each group parameters based on Hough transform, the boundary parameters can be confirmed responding to the maximum of the parameters' votes. If the quantity of edge points is large, then the real-time performance will become worse, as we know there are iris edge points and non-iris edge points in Fig.1 , non-iris edge points can result in low iris localization accuracy.
Here, we want to decrease edge point quantity and normalize different size circle into the same quantity pixels for different contours. Locating iris boundary based on Hough transform depends on a ratio of edge points number to pixels number, thus we can sum pixels based on radon transform for every group parameters to achieve iris boundary positions.
Circle equation in polar coordinates
Polar coordinates are a two-dimensional coordinates system which ordinate axis denotes radius and abscissa axis denotes angle. In image coordinates, the equation of a circle can be shown as formula (1), where, 0 0 ( , ) x y is the center of the circle and R is the radius of the circle. Fig.2 (f) can be used to locate outer boundary. To detect a line is simpler than to detect a circle, so iris boundary localization will be easily realized in polar coordinate [8] . − . Fig.3 shows some results in polar coordinate.
Edge point selection
In polar coordinates, iris boundaries are horizontal edge points, non-iris boundary that caused by iris textures, eyelashes, eyelids, and lamp-house are not horizontal edge points. So rules for edge point selection are listed as follows:
(I) For edge point ( , ) x y , if there are some conjoint edge points in its left and its right, then ( , ) x y is an edge point in horizontal direction.
(II) For edge point ( , ) x y , if there aren't a conjoint edge point in edge point's left, but there are several conjoint points in its right, then ( , ) x y is an edge point in horizontal direction. (III) For edge point ( , ) x y , if there aren't a conjoint edge point in edge point's right, but there are several conjoint points in its left, then ( , )
x y is an edge point in horizontal direction.
Based on these rules, Fig.4 (a) and (b) can be processed into (c) and (d). Results show that lots of noniris boundary points have been removed, and the remained edges almost are true iris boundary points. A small range will be helpful to decreasing the computing quantity.
Step2 Step7: Selecting the next point ( , ) x y Area ∈ as another polar origin, repeat step 5 to step 7 until all points have been processed. Then, iris inner and outer boundary will be indicated by the equation of 
Experiment Research and Result Analysis
In order to validate the presented algorithm, we have experimented on CASIA1.0 iris database. These iris images are non-rigid objects that have a high degree of variability with respect to eyelids and eyelash and illuminations in the database. Some results are shown in Fig.5 .
(a1) (b1) (c1) (d1) (a2) (b2) (c2) (d2) Our algorithm can remove non-iris edge points and accuracy locate iris boundary by using high SNR edge points. Results show that the proposed algorithm is advanced and superiority and it is an effective region segmentation scheme for low contrast images and strong noise images.
